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• Margin Expansion 
• Superior Capital Allocation
• Elevated Customer Service



VALUE CHAIN PLANNER

▪ Value chain, also called as Supply Chain, encompasses all the operations
required to service the customer profitably and a plays critical role in
profit maximization along with customer service while maintaining low
inventory levels.

▪ This makes it critical for the goals of Value Chain Planning be aligned
with that of the organization.

▪ Technological constraints in the past limited Value Chain Optimization to
individual components of supply chain such as production planning, raw
material planning, raw material planning, etc..

▪ While organization always attempted to align these plans, total
optimization was rarely done.



VALUE CHAIN PLANNER

▪ Most of these attempts were aimed at cost minimization and that too of
one of the supply chain activity like logistics which could be counter-
productive.

▪ Factoring of customer service was always subjective.

▪ However, the true potential for Value Chain Planning lies in EBIT
Maximization carried out on holistic basis across all the functions.

▪ Planning can be carried out for the month, quarter and year for annual
budget.

▪ Monthly planning can be on a rolling basis using multi-period LP.



VALUE CHAIN PLANNER*

▪ Value Chain Planning is not just about getting the most out of your
existing resources but identifying opportunities for profitable growth in
short enterprise value maximization.

▪ At the heart of Value Chain Planning lies an unyielding focus on
modeling numerous scenarios subject to endogenous and exogenous
constraints in holistic manner covering end-to-end supply chain.

▪ Therefore, Value Chain Planning is vital for both mature companies and
rapidly growing companies. In fact it is essential is difference between
unhappy customer and delighted.



CAPABILITIES

KamatSoft eValueMax v10.1 Value Chain Planner models total value chain
of the company covering customer demand, production of finished goods
and intermediates, distribution/logistics and raw material procurement.

1. Value Chain Planner can generate value chain for any defined period
on a monthly, quarterly or annual basis using Mixed Integer
Programming. (MIP)

2. Value Chain Planner can also be run on strategic and tactic basis for
optimizing or scenario evaluation.

3. Every Value Chain Plan can be viewed as Demand Plan, Production
Plan, Logistics Plan and Raw Material Plan with costs and contribution
along with quantitative data.



CAPABILITIES

4. Value Chain Planner supports both single and multi-period
optimization.

5. Planning can be made for contribution maximization or cost
minimization as may be required by the user.

6. Unlimited “What If” Scenarios for comparison, by simulating virtually
every aspect of planning to provide deep insight into business

7. Detailed simulation of revenue/expense heads along with capacity.

8. Totally Configurable costs and contribution modelling



CAPABILITIES

9. Network design for factories, depots and outsourcing

10. Strategic Long-Term Planning

11. Multi-currency support especially for exports, imports and purchases
linked to international rates.

12. Incorporate opening and desired closing stocks in the plan.



CAPABILITIES

13. Factoring Customer Service along with information about additional
cost of customer service, if any.

14. Product Mix Optimization on regular or ad hoc basis

15. Identifying performers and laggard products for marketing focus

16. Overall optimization of company’s resources along with identification
of bottlenecks and efficient operations.



CONSTRAINT MODELING

Apart from hard constraints like production capacity, plant shutdown,
production rates KamatSoft eValueMax v10.1 provides users to define and
use constraints for Value Chain Planning.

1. Availability Constraints specifying minimum and/or maximum
availability of one or more raw materials to be factored in plan.

2. Detailed Production Constraints specifying soft constraint for
minimum/maximum production of one or more products or material
group at the level of machine group or factory.

3. Detailed Marketing Constraints specifying soft constraint for
minimum/maximum sales for one or more products/material groups
in particular region or distribution channel.



CONSTRAINT MODELING

4. Detailed Supply Chain Constraints specifying soft constraints directing
movement of one or more product/material group from certain
factory to certain regions/distribution channels.

5. Material Handling Constraints at Installations specifying the
throughput which can be handled at the particular installation/s.

6. Joint Material Constraints specifying ratio in which two different
materials are to be used.



CONSTRAINT MODELING

7. Link constraints at Installations specifying minimum/maximum
material that can be moved from particular installation to different
locations based on the availability of transport at particular location

8. Link constraints at Locations specifying minimum/maximum material
that can be moved from particular location to different locations
based on the availability of transport at that locations

9. Joint Product Constraints specifying minimum/maximum ratio in
which two products must be protected.



EBIT MODELING

Value Chain Planning is normally carried out for contribution maximization or
cost minimization at the acceptable level of customer service.

KamatSoft Value Chain Planner provide large number of options for generating
What If scenario for providing deep insight into enterprise operations. Simulation
is provided on the following:

1. Customer Demand: Apart from using different versions of forecast simulation
can also be carried out at controlling office, distribution channel for product
or group of products by specifying percent or absolute changes. Demand
simulation can also be used for analyzing various strategic plans for
expansion.

2. Production capacity: Simulation can be carried out at the level of utilization
(expansion can be factored in by specifying more than 100 per cent
utilization) or production rates



EBIT MODELING

4. Currency Rates: In days of volatile currency movements simulation can
be carried out for various currency rates.

5. Material Requirement: can be varied to view the impact of alternative
material, product mix, costs or contribution.

6. Facilities: Manufacturing: facilities can be enabled or disabled to view
impact of particular shutdown.

7. Expenses: Different expenses can be varied to measure the likely
impact of costs, contribution, buy vs make decision, outsourcing,
movements and product mix.

8. Income Heads: Different expense heads can be varied to measure
likely impact on contribution, movement or product mix.



KamatSoft eValueMax v10.1 Value Chain Planner has rich set of reports
for optimal value chain planning.

These reports can provide deep insight into operations to impose overall
value chain for reduced costs, higher contribution and customer service.
Some of these reports are:

1. Summary comparison of multiple versions of given model.

2. Detailed/Summary/Product-wise/Template wise/ Customer wise
contribution for the plan.

3. Detailed/Summary/Template wise contribution comparison of
multiple versions of the plan.

4. Production plan with costs.

REPORTS



5. Planned Production Capacity utilization.

6. Raw Material (Procurement)Plan with costs.

7. Detailed raw material consumption report with costs.

8. Installation wise/Destination wise/inter installation logistics plan.

9. Overall material balance.

10. Scenario Evaluator.

11. Unsatisfied constructs due to infeasibility of soft constraints.

12. Reduced Cost Variables

REPORTS



▪ KamatSoft Value Chain Planner is implemented as module of KamatSoft
eValueMax v10.1 which enterprise value maximization covering
Advanced ERP, SCM and CRM.

▪ Module can work independently requiring only Entities (Masters) and
External Interfaces module of KamatSoft eValueMax v10.1.

▪ KamatSoft eValueMax v10.1 has n-tier architecture using HTTP/HTPPs
protocol between client and server application.

▪ The interface between Application Server and Database Server is
database specific.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS



Component Explanation

Server Software Server Software includes Application Server, Database Server, DCOM 
Component and Solver. 

Application Server The server interface is implemented in C++ using Visual Studio
Professional 2015, consisting of 64bit multi-threaded Application DLLs
interfacing with IIS Web Server using Internet Server API

Database Server 1. Database can reside on same server as web server or on one or more
independent servers depending on implementation requirements

2. SQL Server has been database of choice where minimum database
requirement is 2005

DCOM Component 1. Mixed Integer Programming Scheduler is implemented as multi-
threaded Distributed COM component called by application

2. Our application DCOM uses HTTP and TCP/IP and can reside of
different application server than application server on which main
application resides.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS



Component Explanation

Solvers 1. KamatSoft eValueMax Production Scheduler is designed to work with
leading mixed integer solvers like CPLEX, Frontline and LINDO and can
interface with other servers which support from C/C++ API.

2. The basic application comes with COIN/OR open source mixed integer
programming solver implemented as dynamic link library from source
code for Coin Branch and Cut (CBC).

Desktop Client App 1. For rich user experience company has developed its Windows Desktop
App using Windows API communicating with server using HTTP/HTTPs
as may be required by server.

2. Minimum version required is Window XP

Mobile Interface 1. Presently mobile interface is available for reports using HTML5 and
Android Mobile Interface

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS


